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Abstract: We present in this paper a revision of three different methods we conceived in the framework
of liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) display optimization and application. We preliminarily demonstrate
an LCoS self-calibration technique, from which we can perform a complete LCoS characterization.
In particular, two important characteristics of LCoS displays are retrieved by using self-addressed digital
holograms. On the one hand, we determine its phase-voltage curve by using the interference pattern
generated by a digital two-sectorial split-lens configuration. On the other hand, the LCoS surface profile is
also determined by using a self-addressed dynamic micro-lens array pattern. Second, the implementation
of microparticle manipulation through optical traps created by an LCoS display is demonstrated. Finally,
an LCoS display based inline (IL) holographic imaging system is described. By using the LCoS display to
implement a double-sideband filter configuration, this inline architecture demonstrates the advantage
of obtaining dynamic holographic imaging of microparticles independently of their spatial positions by
avoiding the non-desired conjugate images.
Keywords: Liquid Crystal on Silicon display; phase modulation; optical manipulation; calibration;
holography; diffractive optics
1. Introduction
The interest of using Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) displays to implement wavefront
modulation has been widely discussed in literature [1–4]. LCoS displays are reflective Liquid Crystal
Displays (LCDs) that can be customized to operate as spatial light modulators (SLMs). Into the LCoS
architecture, LC molecules are evenly distributed on a thin layer with a pixelated aluminum array
connected beneath. Underneath the aluminum pixel array, an electronic circuity is integrated into
the silicon chip, which allows controlling the voltages addressed to any pixel in the display [3].
Once the voltage is driven to the LC molecules in each pixel, they tend to align with the applied
electric field. Importantly, LC molecules orientation varies with the applied voltage, and thus, different
phase retardation is introduced as a function of the voltage. When the system is optimized to work
into the phase-only regime (by controlling the polarization of light illuminating the display [5]),
the wavefront phase distribution can be spatially modified by addressing the proper voltage-inspired
phase retardation distribution.
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Note that LCoS displays can be configured to both operating in the amplitude-only or the phase-only
regimes. Into the amplitude modulation scheme, output intensity distribution can be customized by
properly modifying the polarization spatial distribution of the wavefront, and projecting it over a linear
analyzer, being this configuration commonly used for imaging proposes. Conversely, LCoS displays
operating in the phase-only regime are commonly used for phase modulation, being of interest in a wide
number of applications, such as microstructure fabrication [6], holography [7,8], biomedical applications [9],
waveguide optics [10], optical switching [11], microparticle manipulation [12,13], etc. To guarantee
an optimal working performance in all those applications, LCoS must be previously calibrated and
optimized. In particular, the phase-voltage relation and the LCoS surface homogeneity (flatness) are two
important characteristics to be calibrated as they directly determine the performance of the generated
phase distribution [14–16]. In this paper, we review a novel method able to provide both characteristics in
a compact and feasible optical arrangement. The method is based on the use of diffractive optical elements
(DOEs) self-addressed to the LCoS display to be optimized. Here, the term “self-addressing” means that
the used DOEs are addressed to the same LCoS display to be calibrated, this leading to an auto-calibrating
procedure. In particular, two DOEs are self-addressed: (1) a split-lens configuration [17,18] to fulfil the
phase-voltage calibration; and (2) a spot-array pattern (Shack–Hartmann, S-H, configuration [19–21]) to
realize the surface profile measurement. For the phase-voltage calibration case, a diffractive two split-lens
configuration is addressed on the LCoS, which is illuminated by coherent light. This configuration is
equivalent to the Young’s double slit experiment, so the well-known fringes pattern is realized to a
propagated plane. Later, by adding different constant phases (by driving different voltages) to one of the
two split-lenses phase distributions, the fringes pattern is shifted in the transversal direction according to
the added phase. Under this scenario, the LCoS phase-voltage relation is directly obtained by analyzing the
interferometry pattern shift within each driven voltage. Here, we want to note that our interferometry-based
technique demonstrates great advantage compared to other existing schemes. For instance, the method
is able to take into account the unsatisfied time-fluctuation effect (also refereed as flicker effect [22])
that degrades the performance of LCoS, without requiring extra metrological set-ups (i.e., the system is
self-calibrated). For the surface profile calibration case, a highly collimated beam illuminates the LCoS
display where an S-H configuration has been implemented. After reflection on the LCoS display, the input
light creates a spot array distribution at the micro-lens focal plane. If the input light is highly collimated,
light dots deviations from a reference dots-pattern are mainly originated by inhomogeneity at the LCoS
screen. At this moment, by calculating the deviation of each individual spot to its theoretical center,
the surface profile can be accurately retrieved by using numerical methods.
Once the LCoS display is optimized, we use it for optical applications. Two different applications
we recently developed for microparticles imaging [23,24] and manipulation [12,13] are revised
in this manuscript. First, we use such elements to realize customized three-dimensional light
structures. Due to photophoretic force fields [25] associated to created light structures, we conduct
microparticle spatial trapping and manipulation, being useful to investigate physical or biological
phenomenon of molecules [26], atoms [27], or even cells [28]. To obtain such light trapping architecture,
we propose split-lens inspired configurations addressed to the LCoS display. Second, we propose
an inline (IL) optical arrangement to perform dynamic holographic imaging of microparticles
(placed to arbitrary spatial positions). In particular, this IL system is based on LCoS device used
to generate a double-sideband filter, to be applied at the Fourier plane of the holographic system [29].
Under this scenario, the undesired conjugate image (ghost image) is dynamically eliminated by the
double-sideband filter. When compared with other proposals, our optical arrangement presents
significant advantages, as the elimination of ghost images into an inline and robust configuration,
and without the necessity of time-sequential measurements.
The outline of this review is as follows. In the Materials and Methods section, we preliminarily
demonstrate the LCoS display calibration technique, with special focus on the phase-voltage relation
calibration and the surface homogeneity determination. We also provide the use of this device to
implement an optical architecture to realize particle trapping and manipulation. Finally, this section
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also presents the description and the usage of the double-sideband filter based inline holographic
system, for microparticles holographic imaging. In the Results section, we show the experimental
results obtained for the three methods described. We firstly present the LCoS display self-calibration
results, for the phase-voltage look-up table and the LCoS screen profile. Afterwards, we show the
experimental realization of microparticles trapping and spatial control with this calibrated LCoS
display. Finally, by registering the LCoS display into the IL holographic architecture, we demonstrate
the real-time holographic imaging of microparticles which are located in different spatial positions.
In the Conclusion section, we highlight the important role of the LCoS display in the diverse
methods proposed.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. LCoS Display Self-Calibration
In order to optimally apply any LCoS display into a wavefront modulation system, the characteristic
parameters of the LCoS display must be calibrated. A method for determining both the phase-voltage
look-up table (Section 2.1.1) and the surface profile (Section 2.1.2) of the LCoS is following described.
2.1.1. Phase-Voltage Calibration
We use an interferometric method, conducted by self-addressing a reconfigurable two-sectorial
split-lens scheme on the LCoS display to be calibrated, to determine its phase-voltage response [15].
The two-sectorial split-lens configuration applied here represents the classic Billet lens scheme [30],
which leads to an interference pattern equivalent to that of the Young’s double slit experiment.
The optical scheme of this method is sketched in Figure 1. The Billet lens scheme consists of a lens
cut from its center into two sections and then being separated with a certain distance (Figure 1b).
The phase distribution of the digitally generated split-lens scheme, to be addressed to the LCoS display,
is depicted in Figure 1a. Under this scenario, the coherent light illuminating the two-sectorial split-lens
configuration at the LCoS plane generates two corresponding focal points (F1 and F2) at the focal plane
(S plane in Figure 1). These two focal points act as new coherent and punctual light sources. Later,
these two divergent beams further propagate and finally encounter at plane B, where a fringes-like
interferometric pattern is produced (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Two-sectorial split-lens based optical scheme: (a) Phase distribution of the split-lens scheme
on the LCoS display; (b) Billet lens scheme; (c) Fringe-like interferometric pattern.
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Once the interferometry pattern is obtained, the phase-voltage relation can be retrieved. To better
explain this method, let us review the mathematical expression describing the two split-lens phase
distribution shown in Figure 1a. This is given in Equation (1).
UN=2(r, θ) = U1 +U2, (1)
where U1 and U2 are the phase distribution for each one of the two lens sectors and they are written
as [15],
U1 = exp[i
pi
λ f
(r2 + a02 − 2ra0 cos(θi − θ0) + φ(V))], (2)
U2 = exp[i
pi
λ f
(r2 + a12 − 2ra1 cos(θii − θ1))], (3)
where f refers to the focal length of the split lens, r to the radial coordinate in the lens plane and λ
represents the wavelength for the light source. In addition, a0 is the distance from the first split-lens
sector center to the LCoS geometric center, while a1 is the distance from the second split-lens sector
center to the same LCoS center. What is more, θ0 and θ1 refers to the angular positions of the two
split sector centres. Thus, the upper sector angular distribution θi is restricted in the range as pi to 2pi,
whereas the lower sector angular distribution θii is restricted in the range as 0 to pi. Note that these two
sectors fully cover the whole angular distribution as 0 to 2pi. Finally, note that the phase distribution
for the first split sector (Equation (2)) introduces a constant phase term which depends on the voltage,
φ(V).
By setting a term φ(V) different to zero in Equation (2) (each possible φ(V) is related to a different
gray level), a constant phase is added to one of the split sectors (U1 in our case). This produces an
extra retardance between wavefronts originated by U1 and U2, which is transferred into a transversal
shift of the fringe pattern in a given axial plane (e.g., I plane). Therefore, by measuring the transversal
shifts corresponding to the gray levels, the phase-gray levels relation can be determined, for instance,
by using correlation-based calculations [22].
2.1.2. Surface Profile Calibration
To conduct the LCoS display surface calibration, a digital micro-lens array pattern (Shack–Hartmann
scheme [19,20]) is self-addressed to the device. The micro-lens array consists of an ordered lattice of micro
diffractive convergent lenses integrated at the LCoS plane. Moreover, all these lenses share the same focal
length and the distance between any two adjacent lenses is equivalent. In this scenario, by sending the
proper S-H phase distribution to the LCoS display, the diffractive micro-lens array is created. Let us assume
now that we illuminate the LCoS with a collimated beam perpendicular to the display. In the case of
a perfectly flat LCoS display surface (i.e., the screen does not introduce any extra phase distribution),
we would obtain a uniformly distributed spot light configuration at the focal plane of the micro-lenses.
In other words, each fraction of the input plane wave is focused at the optical axis of its corresponding
micro-lens (see Figure 2a). On the contrary, if the LCoS screen presents spatial defects, the plane input
wave is spatially distorted, and an extra phase distribution is added to the system, in a situation equivalent
to Figure 2b. In such a scenario, corresponding spot lights at the focal plane are not evenly distributed
but presents some deviation from the expected centers. Finally, by calculating the deviations of light dots
with respect to the expected centers (see Figure 2b), the surface profile can be retrieved by using proper
numerical methods.
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We determine the light spot deviations by using centroid calculations thoroughly described in
Ref. [20]. The main idea is to use a reference grid at the charge-coupled device (CCD) plane that
indicates the theoretical centers. In particular, this reference grid corresponds to a system free of
aberrations (light distribution at the focal plane related to a plane wave). Later, this grid is regarded as
the criteria and the actual deviations of light dots observed when illuminating the LCoS, are estimated
with respect to this reference grid. By determining such deviation, well-known integration methods [31]
are used to retrieve the surface of the LCoS.
Two problems may arise by using this approach. First, we may introduce a reference grid pattern
which is shifted from the theoretical grid. This situation leads to a constant shift into the centroid
calculation. Nevertheless, this issue is easy to solve as in fact such grid shift can be regarded as
a constant value added to the deviation function, and therefore, it only introduces an artificial tilt
after using integration methods. Therefore, this situation does not modify the calculated surface
profile. Conversely, we may face a second problem. If the size of the grid squares we choose is
different from the theoretical one, linear phases are introduced into the centroid calculation and
thus, a quadratic function is added to the surface profile after reconstruction during the integration.
Therefore, the size of the grid has to be correctly determined as an input parameter to properly retrieve
the LCoS surface profile. To solve this situation, we used the grid size calibration method discussed in
Ref. [15]. Once the theoretical grid is properly set, experimental light spot deviations are measured
with respect to theoretical centers. At this point, we can easily calculate the derivative function (slopes
of the actual surface) from shifted light spots and then retrieve the surface profile by simply using the
two-dimensional integration. At last, we use cubic splines [31] to interpolate discrete data and obtain a
continuous surface profile.
2.2. Microparticle Manipulation through Light Structures Created by a LCoS Display
We also present a method for microparticle spatial manipulation based on an LCoS display [12].
Before particle manipulation, they are firstly optically trapped into a three-dimensional light
structure (optical bottle structure). These light structures are created thanks to the split-lens inspired
configuration addressed to the LCoS. The physical mechanism that guarantees the particle trapping is
here explained. The particle heated by the optical bottle structure experiences an opto-thermal force
(photophoretic force [25]) with its force direction opposite to the gravity. Therefore, once the gravity of
the particle is compensated by the photophoretic force, the particle is suspended in the air.
To obtain the reliable, easy-implemented light trapping architecture, we send to the LCoS display
a digital diffractive N-sector based spilt-lens pattern [30,32]. This N-sector split-lens scheme shares the
same principle as the Billet lens but this split-lens is adjusted to more pieces rather than the simple
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two pieces. The generated N-lens sectors are all separated the same distance to the center and share
the same focal length. Therefore, we obtain diverse focal points drawing a circle at the focal plane.
In particular, if the number of sectors is sufficient enough, a continuous split-lens configuration is
created, which leads to a light ring at the focal plane. The configuration of such scheme is depicted in
Figure 3.
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In Figure 3, the input light modulated by the continuous split-lens phase distribution is propagated
to the focal plane and the complete light ring (green ring) is obtained. Note that the continuous
split-lens digital scheme is analogous to a classical lens continuously split and displaced from its
center, as depicted in Figure 3a. In addition, a detail of the light cone trapping structure created by
using this scheme is depicted in Figure 3b. In particular, light propagation after the light ring creates a
hollow light cone that can be used as a basic structure for particle trapping. After the created light
cone, interference between beams coming from different positions at the light ring occurs, and a Bessel
beam structure is obtained (see the upper right corner in Figure 3).
To achieve the above-discussed light cone structure, the particular phase distribution to be sent at
the LCoS display is given by Equation (4),
U(r, θ) = exp[i
pi
λ f
(r− a(θ))2] (4)
where λ is the wavelength of the input light and f is the focal length shared by all the split-lens.
Moreover, we define the phase distribution in the polar coordinate system (r, θ). Finally, we use a(θ) to
describe the distance from the split lens to the LCoS coordinate origin.
By using the above-described scheme, we can effectively adjust some light cone characteristics
(i.e., the cone length or its spatial position) by simply changing the focal length of the split-lens or the
separation distance between the split-lens sectors. In particular, the length of the created light cones
can be calculated by using Equation (5), according to geometrical optics relations,
L = a(θ) f/φ (5)
where φ is the diameter of the generated continuous lens without being spilt (the lens aperture).
At his moment, we explain how to trap microparticles inside the light cone. By using the light
cone shown in Figure 3, the particle annot fall into the light cone becaus of its upper surface also offer
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photophoretic forces that bounces the particle away before entering into the light cone central space.
This is demonstrated in Figure 4a. Therefore, we have to open the light cone structure from the upper
section to allow particles entering its central area. Note that to open the light cone means removing
light from the upper section. This is practically reliable just by properly multiplying an angular sector
to the continuous split-lens phase distribution to be sent at the LCoS display. The angular sector
presents a constant phase value and therefore, light illuminating this section on the LCoS display is
not being modulated according to the split-lens scheme. Under this scenario, an opening is obtained
in the light cone (see Figure 4b). Once the particle enters the light cone through the upper opening,
we close the light cone from the top once again, by simply removing the added angular sector and
recovering the original split-lens phase distribution. After this process, the microparticle is located
into the light cone (see Figure 4c). Nevertheless, we still face one major problem as even though the
particle is kept steady in the vertical direction, it is still not stable within the horizontal direction,
as it can escape from the light cone front side (i.e., from the light circle plane, see Figure 4c). Thus,
this section has to be closed to prevent particles from escaping. This is achieved by multiplexing
a regular lens together with the continuous split-lens scheme. By choosing a focal length, for the
regular lens, shorter than the distance between the LCoS and the light ring plane, light modulated by
the regular lens acts as an stopper at the cone opened side (see effect of the regular lens represented
by red light in Figure 4d). At this moment, a more sophisticated light structure, demonstrated as
an optical bottle architecture, is realized within the combination of these two diffractive elements
(regular lens and continuous split-lens). Under this scenario, the particle inside the light cone is now
stably trapped within the new optical bottle as both sides are sealed. This optical bottle structure is
demonstrated in Figure 4d. Last but not least, by simultaneously adjusting the focal lengths for both
light structures, the whole optical bottle structure can be spatially moved along the axial direction.
By doing this, the trapped microparticle is dragged by the light system, and the spatially manipulation
of microparticles is efficiently realized.
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Figure 4. Sketch of the proposed microparticle trapping method: (a) Microparticle being bounced
when encountering a closed light cone; (b) Microparticle entering the light cone with its upper section
opened; (c) Microparticle escaping from the light cone thorough the unsealed section; (d) Microparticle
trapped in the sealed light capsule structure.
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2.3. LCoS Display Based Inline Holographic System
In this section we introduce an inline (IL) holographic system to monitor particles in arbitrary
spatial positions [23,24]. When performing holographic imaging of objects, the conjugate image (also
referred as ghost image) is always added to the final image when dealing with inline holographic
architectures, this situation dramatically deteriorating the image quality. To avoid this, off-axis set-ups
for holographic imaging have been proposed in literature [33,34]. However, IL set-ups present some
benefits when compared with off-axis set-ups, for instance, inline holographic systems provide a larger
spatial bandwidth than off-axis systems [35].
An interesting proposal was given in Ref. [24,29], where the sideband technique was proposed
for holographic imaging of objects, being able to remove ghost images into an IL system. The idea
was to use a filter in the Fourier space to remove the contribution of the conjugate image. However,
this filtering also removed object content, and the final image was degraded. We present in this
section a double-sideband filter IL holographic system from which the undesired conjugate image is
eliminated. More importantly, the full content of the object is retrieved, almost at real time, so it can
be used for dynamic processes. To achieve the conjugate image removing, we implement the LCoS
display as the digital double shutter.
To perform the double-sideband filtering, we firstly consider an almost transparent object (i.e.,
the microparticle with an extremely small diameter) and therefore, the wavefront passing through this
object can be written as Equation (6),
Uo(x, y) = 1+ ∆Uo(x, y), (6)
where ∆Uo(x,y) refers to the small object amplitude variations. Thus, the Fourier transform of the
wavefront amplitude distribution can be calculated as Equation (7),
∼
Uo(µ, ν) = δ(µ, ν) + ∆
∼
Uo(µ, ν), (7)
where δ represents the Dirac delta function, µ and ν refer to the spatial frequencies. The symbol ~ refers
to the Fourier space.
Later, by implementing one section of the double-sideband filter at the Fourier plane, which is
feasible to block the µ < 0 frequencies, we obtain the filtered wavefront amplitude at the image space
(we refer it as CCD plane) as Equation (8) [29],
U+CCD =
1
2
+
∞∫
0
dµ
∞∫
−∞
∆
∼
Uo(µ, ν)ei2pi(µx+νy)dν, (8)
The intensity can be acquired as Equation (9) by calculating the square modulus of Equation (8),
I+CCD =
∣∣U+CCD∣∣2 ≈ 14 + 12∞∫
0
dµ
∞∫
−∞
∆
∼
Uo(µ, ν)ei2pi(µx+νy)dν
A+
+ 12
0∫
−∞
dµ
∞∫
−∞
∆
∼
U
∗
o (−µ,−ν)ei2pi(µx+νy)dν
B+
,
(9)
where the fourth term which contained the small value of |∆
∼
Uo|2 is neglected considering the
transparent assumption of the object.
The second term (A+) in Equation (9) only carries the positive frequencies µ > 0 of the object
image, and on the contrary, the third term (B+) contains the negative frequencies µ < 0 of the conjugate
image (note that asterisk * in the third term represents the complex conjugation). Finally, we digitally
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Fourier transform the obtained intensity (i.e., I+CCD in Equation (9)), and the µ < 0 frequencies are
removed. Under this scenario, the complex amplitude is calculated as Equation (10),
∣∣U+CCD∣∣2 ≈ 14 + 12
∞∫
0
dµ
∞∫
−∞
∆
∼
Uo(µ, ν)ei2pi(µx+νy)dν
A+
, (10)
Note that by only addressing one sideband filter (which in fact is one section of the double-sideband
filter), the undesired conjugate term (i.e., the B+ term in Equation (9)) is removed. However, the complex
amplitude in Equation (10) cannot guarantee a complete wavefront reconstruction as the µ < 0 frequencies
are missing. Therefore, a second sideband filter able to only filter the µ > 0 frequencies is addressed.
As will be further explained, both sideband filters are simultaneously addressed thanks to the use of the
LCoS display. The intensity obtained at the CCD plane by using this second filter can be calculated in a
way equivalent to the above-stated filtering process, but now, by removing µ > 0 frequencies. It leads to
the following expression Equation (11) [29],
∣∣U−CCD∣∣2 = 14 + 12
0∫
−∞
dµ
∞∫
−∞
∆
∼
Uo(µ, ν)ei2pi(µx+νy)dν
A−
. (11)
The finally object image, containing the whole spatial frequency distribution of the quasi-transparent
object, can be finally written as Equation (12) by combining Equations (10) and (11),
I =
∣∣U−CCD∣∣2A− + ∣∣U+CCD∣∣2A+ = 12 + 12 0∫−∞dµ
∞∫
−∞
∆
∼
Uo(µ, ν)ei2pi(µx+νy)dν
A−
+ 12
∞∫
0
dµ
∞∫
−∞
∆
∼
Uo(µ, ν)ei2pi(µx+νy)dν
A+
= 12U0(x, y). (12)
In Equation (12), we can clearly distinguish that the conjugate image is eliminated and therefore
the object image is obtained without the distortions associated to ghost images. Once the full complex
amplitude is assured (i.e., Equation (12)), the holographic wavefront image can be reconstructed at any
axial plane by using some diffraction method. We used the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction method,
and the reconstructed wavefront is given by Equation (13) [36,37],
U(x, y, d) =
x ∼
I (µ, ν)× exp{ i2pi
λ
d[1− λ2(µ2 + ν2)]1/2} × exp[i2pi(xµ+ yν)]dµdν, (13)
where Ĩ(µ,ν) is the Fourier transfer of Equation (12) and d is the axial distance from the image input
plane to the particular position where we want to reconstruct the wavefront.
So far, we have theoretically discussed the mathematical background to implement the IL
holographic wavefront imaging through a double-sideband filter. Here, an optical scheme to illustrate
how the real implementation of such system can be conducted by using an LCoS display (as the
digital double-sideband filter) is presented. The optical sketch is shown in Figure 5, where a polarized
collimating light is used as the illumination with its polarization direction rotated 45◦ to Y-axis of
the world coordinate system. Afterwards, a convergent lens is inserted after the tested object and
therefore, we can determine the Fourier plane at its focal plane F. By now, the LCoS display is precisely
implemented at the Fourier plane so that it can provide the frequency filtering. Even though that
the spatial light modulator presented in Figure 5 is described as a transmissive element for the sake
of clarity, in fact, it is the LCoS display working within the reflective scheme. The actual reflective
configuration is conducted by combining the LCoS display with a beam splitter (it is also shown in
Figure 5; see red dashed inset image). Into this LCoS display, we set two sectorial phase retardations:
half of the display is driven to a phase of 0◦ and the other half to 180◦ (see Figure 5). Under this
scenario, the polarization direction of the input light passing through the LCoS is rotated for 90◦
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in the upper section (black section, δ as 180◦), whereas on the contrary, the polarization direction
corresponding to the other section (white section, δ as 0◦) is maintained.
Later, two linear analyzers (LP1 and LP2) are set before the two CCDs cameras. Their transmissive
directions are set perpendicular to each other: LP2 is oriented 45◦ to the Y-axis (the same polarization
direction as the input light) and LP1 is oriented to 135◦ to the Y-axis. Under this scenario, the combination of
the LCoS polarization modulation and the analyzers LP1 and LP2 orientations acts as the double sideband
filter. Light recorded by CCD1 was previously filtered as half of the object frequencies are blocked. This can
be assimilated to Equation (10). On the contrary, LP2 acts as a second filter and the wavefront recorded
by the second CCD can be assimilated to Equation (11). Therefore, the final reconstructed holographic
wavefront imaging of the object without the conjugate image can be achieved by considering Equation (13).
Moreover, we want to note that such IL holographic system presents another advantage apart from the
conjugate image removing as it is feasible to record dynamic processes, which is extremely favored for the
study of particles in motion.
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3. Results
The experimental implementation of the LCoS self-calibration is preliminarily presented in this
section using the split-lens configuration as well the micro-lens array scheme (Section 3.1). Afterwards,
in Section 3.2 we show the experimental particle trapping and manipulation, by using the method
described in Section 2.2. Finally, in Section 3.3 we show the experimental implementation of the inline
holographic system proposed in Section 2.3, and the practicability is verified by monitoring some
dynamic microparticles.
3.1. LCoS Display Self-Calibration
In this subsection, we present the experiments to realize both the LCoS display phase-voltage and
surface profile calibration.
3.1.1. Phase-Voltage Calibration
In this section, the method described in Section 2.1.1, is experimentally implemented and tested to
determine the phase-voltage relation of the LCoS display. The sketch shown in Figure 1 is experimentally
implemented and shown in Figure 6. We use a polarized He-Ne laser with the wavelength of 632.8 nm
as the illumination. Later, light is expanded and collimated through the combination of a microscope
objective (MO), a pinhole and a convergent lens. Note that the combination of such three elements not
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only makes light expansion feasible, but also they guarantee light filtering. A half-waveplate (HWP)
combined with a linear polarizer (LP) is used to control the intensity of light illuminating the LCoS.
In addition, the direction of LP is selected to ensure an LCoS display performance in the phase-only
regime (i.e., the polarization direction is parallel to the LC director direction). Once the input light is
properly modulated, the PLUTO-LCoS display (distributed by HOLOEYE) is aligned with its surface
strictly perpendicular to the input beam (see the zoomed figure at the right bottom corner of Figure 6).
Here, the LCoS display presents a 1920× 1080 resolution with the pixel size as 8 µm, and it has the filling
factor as 87%. Finally, the collimated light entering the LCoS display is modulated by the digital two
split-lens configuration (see Figure 1a) and the corresponding fringes-like interference pattern is obtained
at the CCD camera, with the help of the beam splitter (B-S) and the mirror placed after the LCoS.
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t system set-up is determined, the two split-lens configuration is addressed to the LCoS
is lay. he focal length of the a dressed split-lens is set to 350 mm and the separation distance as
0.4 . Later, the two split-lens scheme is addressed for different values of the constant phase φ(V),
so that the interferometry pattern is modified (see Section 2.1). To realize the whole gray level range
calibration, we drive different voltages (phases) by the means of changing the gray level fro 0 to
255 with the step of 8. Therefore, 33 different interferometry patterns are obtained in the CCD with
each pattern relates one phase value (voltage) to its corresponding gray level. As stated in Section 2.1,
from this collection of interference patterns, the phase-voltage look-up table can be retrieved [22].
The obtained experimental curve, representing the phase as the function of the gray level, is shown
in Figure 7. Each data in the curve given in Figure 7 is obtained by repeating the experiment for one
hundred times, hence we also calculate the corresponding standard deviations, which are presented
as the error bars in red. From Figure 7, we see that the phase-gray level curve demonstrates a nearly
linear distributed tendency and the error bar values along the whole distribution are small. What is
more, the phase values after the calculation is ranging from 0 to ~6.28 radians, which is suitable for
phase-only applications.
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3.1.2. Surface Homogeneity Calibration
The surface homogeneity calibration shares the same experimental set-up given in Figure 6,
and it is achieved just by changing the phase pattern addressed to the LCoS display. In this case,
the Shack–Hartmann configuration is addressed (see Section 2.1.2). In particular, we generate a 4 × 2
micro-lens pattern in which each micro-lens scheme occupies 400 × 400 LCoS pixels. Therefore,
the whole micro-lens scheme presents an LCoS display dimension as 1600 × 800 pixels. The phase
distribution of such scheme is given in Figure 8a and the corresponding spot-array received at the
focal plane is given as Figure 8b. Note that such eight micro-lenses pattern cannot cover the whole
LCoS surface, not to mention so few focal points cannot guarantee a precise surface integration [31].
Therefore, we dynamically displace the generated micro-lens pattern along the whole LCoS screen both
in x and y directions. In both directions, this is implemented for 8 times with a step of 50 pixels. Finally,
by recording the 8 focal points within each step (64 displacements in total) we can construct a full
image with 512 intensity spots in the CCD (see Figure 8c). Once the final spot array image is obtained,
we implement a 38 × 38 reference grid to analyze the spot deviations from their corresponding centers.
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Figure 8. (a) Phase distribution sent to the LCoS display to generate the 4 × 2 diffractive micro-lens;
(b) the intensity spot array at the focal plane obtained by illuminating the 4 × 2 diffractive micro-lens
with collimated light; and (c) the final 512 intensity spots image obtained by performing micro-lens
array displacements.
s detailed in Section 2.1.2, by calculating the deviations of light dots in the final spot array
i age (i.e., i age in Figure 8c) fro a refer ce tter , t e fi l s rf ce c r str ct .
btained results are given in radian units in Fig re 9a, ere ratic r fil i l rl s r .
his adratic defor ation is nor a ly introduced by the lateral echanical stress applied on the
screen during the fabrication proce s, when the LC surface is stuck to the bo to structures of the
LCoS display. To escribe the quadratic profile of the oS display quantitatively, e st ied t e
pixel- l section of a horizontal ine in Figure 9a (from the middle pixel of the surface left edge
to the middle pixel of the surface right ed e). The corresponding peak-to-valley (PV) value of such line
is 28.01 radians. To compensate such quadratic deviation, we implement a furth r step by adding the
inverse phase distribution of Figure 9a t the LCoS display. Under thi scenario, we repeated the LCoS
surf ce measurement, once again by using the same self-addressed S-H scheme. Id ally, the scre n
profile after such compensation sho ld be flat. In reality, the measured compensated surfac profile
after correction is given in Figure 9b, where we can easily find th quadratic rror is almo t eliminated,
and the obtained surface is smoo her. I particul r, the PV (f r same pixels line previously
stated) after correction is dec ased to just 1.28 radians.
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3.2. Microparticle Manipulation through the LCoS Display Generated Split-Lens Schemes
In this subsection, we implement the method described in Section 2.2 to create a customized
three dimensional light capsule to capture and spatially manipulate microparticles. The optical set-up
implemented to such aim is given in Figure 10.
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ste is illuminated with a 532 nm wavelength laser (gem 532 Model, Laser Quant m) with
the output power ranging from 50 mW to 2 . Afterwards, one attenuator combined with a pinhole is
inserted into the system o properly adjust the intensity. The , light passing through an afocal system,
formed by a divergent lens (L1, f 1 as −100 mm) and a convergent lens (L2, f 2 as 300 mm), is collimated
and expanded. Next, the LCoS isplay is located perpendicular to the input b am. A linear polarizer
(LP) placed before the LCoS is roperly ori nted to ensure a hase-only perf rmanc of t e device.
Under this scenario, we send two multiplexed pha dis ributions to the LCoS i play: (i) the first
one defines the continuous split-lens configuration (creates the light cone); and (ii) the s cond sta ds
for a regular l ns (configures the cone cork). See more d tails in explanation r lated to Figure 4.
Specifically, th parameters set to impl ment the continuous split-lens are: the distance b tween sector
cen ers to the origin of a = 1.07 mm, a focal length f f = 370 mm nd an aperture of φ = 2.07 mm (see
Equations (4) and (5)). Conversely, the focal length for the regular lens is set 350 mm. Note that in t is
scheme, the focal length of the regular lens (i.e., 350 mm) is smaller than the continuous split-lens (i.e.,
370 m) which satisfies the structure described in Figure 4d. Finally, a convergent lens (L3) images
the whole structure into a transparent container, in which a number of microparticles are stuck to the
top face due to electrostatic forces. By taking into account all these experimental parameters, we have
obtained an experimental optical bottle with an axial length of ~6.5 mm. Now, this compacted optical
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bottle is feasible to capture particles through photophoretic forces. The used transparent container
is a square UV fused quartz cuvettes (Thorlab CV10Q3500) with its size of 45–10–10 mm and two
sides polished. On the other hand, the used particles are carbon coated hollow glass microspheres
(Cospheric HGMS-0.14 63–75 µm) with their diameters ranging from 63–75 µm. Moreover, the particle
density is 0.14 g/cm3 and the mass ranged from 18.3–30.9 ng. Here, we want to note that apart from the
carbon coated microsphere, the pure carbon particles [36] or the absorbing silicon particles [37] are also
feasible to be trapped. As told before, particles are preliminarily stuck to the container inner surface by
electrostatic forces. At this moment, these particles are not able to enter into the optical bottle structure
because light capsule is sealed. The central cross section figure corresponding to this light capsule
structure is given in Figure 11a. However, optical bottle can be opened from the top by multiplying an
azimuthal sector with a constant phase within the continuous lens phase distribution, as detailed in
Section 2.2. As a consequence, the resulting central cross section is provided in Figure 11b, this scheme
enabling particles to enter into the light structure. By softly tapping the above side of the container,
we forced particles to land into the capsule and they can be trapped by photophoretic forces exerted by
the light structure. Finally, we closed the upper section of the light structure once again, by removing
the triangle gap, and the complete optical bottle was recovered (see Figure 11c). Once the optical bottle
is sealed, the particle is stably contained into this light structure. The particle trapped in this optical
bottle is demonstrated in Figure 12a where we highlight the spatial particle position with a red circle.
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Apart from the fact that we are able to trap particles in the generated optical bottle, we also
moved a step further by implementing the particle manipulation. This is achieved by changing the
spatial position of the optical bottle itself. To be more specific, we simply changed the focal length
of the digital split-lens from 370 mm to 381 mm, and we also modified the focal length of the digital
regular lens from 350 mm to 361 mm. By taking into account Equation (5), the optical bottle length
was correspondingly changed from the original ~6.5 mm to the current ~5.35 mm. Moreover, due to
the modification of the focal length values, the optical bottle was spatially shifted for ~0.47 mm in the
optical axis direction. As the optical bottle is moved, the particle trapped inside is spatially dragged in
the same shifting direction. Therefore, we can control the axial position of the particle. The axially
shifted particle is demonstrated in Figure 12b, where the displacement can be discovered from the
spatial difference compared to Figure 12a (i.e., the original trapped particle).
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3.3. LCoS Display Based Inline Holographic System
In this section, we present the experimental implementation to achieve the IL holographic imaging
using the LCoS display (see Section 2.3 and Figure 5). The experimental implementation is shown in
Figure 13. We use as illumination a 633 nm wavelength linear polarized laser with the output power as
17 mW. The laser is then spatially filtered and later collimated by a convergent lens L1 (focal length as
250 mm). The object to be studied is placed to a distance after L1. Then, we insert a second convergent
lens with a focal length of 300 mm (L2, see Figure 13). The function of L2 is twofold: one the one hand,
it images a plane of the object space (we label it as object plane P) into the CCD1 and CCD2 camera
planes (the object plane was situated at 690 mm before L2); on the other hand, the Fourier spectrum of
the object is set at the focal plane of L2, where the LCoS display is set. Note that this configuration
accomplishes the scheme shown in Figure 5.
As the LCoS used (distributed by HOLOEYE) works into a reflective configuration, a system of
beam-splitters (B-S1 and B-S2 in Figure 13) are used to properly imaging the object to CCD1 and CCD2.
What is more, the obtained images at the CCDs are filtered according to the double-sideband filter
explained in Section 2.3. This is experimentally achieved thanks to combination of the LCoS display
with two linear polarizers (LP1 and LP2 in Figure 13), which are placed in front of the CCD1 and
CCD2 cameras, respectively. As CCD cameras we used two Basler CCDs (KAI-1020) which guarantee
the resolution of 1MP with the frame rate as 60 fps. Note that for a better vision, the optical elements
before the second convergent lens (i.e., the laser, the primary convergent lens and the spatial filter) are
ignored in Figure 13.
By computational processing the images recorded by CCD1 and CCD2, according to the
mathematical formulation described in Section 2.3, holographic images of objects can be retrieved
without the degradation associated to ghost images. In particular, we implemented two objects for the
measurement at the same time: a reticle and a thin glass plate. In the case of the thin glass plate, it is
covered with microparticles with sizes of ~100 µm. The reticle is located 50 mm before the P plane (i.e.,
740 mm before L2) and the thin glass plate with microparticles is implemented closer to L2, 50 mm
behind the P plane (i.e., 640 mm before L2). In this way we can prove how we simultaneously image
the reticle and the microparticles, which are at different axial planes. Moreover, the thin glass plate is
hinged to a rotation mechanism from which we can provide the dynamic potential of the method.
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By applying the method explained in Section 2.3 t t e complex amplitude at he
object plane P. From this information, reticl and thin glass plate can be also retrieved by properly
a plying the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld dif raction method (Equation (6)) [38,39]. In particular, by taking
into account the magnificatio introduced by L2, the reticle plane is reconstructed by se ting the
reconstructi position of z = −30 mm to the object plane P (note P is set at z = 0). Results are given in
Figure 14a, where the imag of the reticle is clearly distinguished but the microparticles are defocu ed
(se Figure 14a). Afte wards, by changing the reconstruction position to z = +31 mm, we focus the
microparticles plane (microparticles on the thin glass plate) but the reticle at t is time is defocused ( ee
Fig r 14b). Such pattern shifting demo strates the feasibility of using the IL hol graphy system to
realize the obj ct imaging at differen axi l positions. Finally, we r ta ed as well the thin glass plate
from w ich we observed the microparticle dynamic rotation. The rotated rop rticles ar presented
in Figure 14c from which the position shi ting compared to F gure 14b is clearly d monstrated.
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4. onclusions
e revie e iffere t tec i es e rece tly proposed to calibrate and a ply LCoS display
t c l . We preliminarily use a self-calibration method t determine the phase-gr y level relation
and the surface profile of an LCoS display. In particular, the phase-voltage relation is experime tally
determined by using the diffractive split-lens onfiguratio . Such meth d leads to an interferometric
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pattern that is transversally displaced as a function of the gray level. From this relation, the phase-gray
level curve is accurately determined. On the other hand, by using the same optical arrangement,
but addressing a different self-addressed hologram (in this case, the Shack–Hartmann scheme),
we are able to determine the LCoS screen profile. From this information, the effect of the screen
distortions was corrected, reaching a higher performance of the device. Afterwards, this calibrated
LCoS display was implemented into an optical set-up able to trap and manipulate microparticles.
To this aim, three-dimensional light structures were created by using split-lens based configurations.
The created structures configured an optical bottle, where some particles (glass coated microspheres)
were experimentally trapped. Moreover, by simply modifying some control parameters, we conducted
the spatial shifting of the optical bottle in the axial direction, which allowed us to control the spatial
position of the captured particle. Finally, a method to obtain holographic images of objects was
also described. This is an inline (IL) holographic system based on an LCoS display. The method
shares all the benefits of inline schemes, but avoids one major problem associated to IL systems,
the non-desired influence of ghost images. This is achieved by implementing a double-sideband filter
(DSF) at the Fourier plane of the object. The DSF is implemented thanks to the combination of the
LCoS display with a pair of linear analyzers. We experimentally demonstrated how the method is
able to eliminate the unsatisfied conjugate image. What is more, this LCoS based IL holographic
scheme avoids the necessity of time-sequential measurements and therefore, we achieved the dynamic
holographic observation.
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